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 Céleste : Bien sûr,  
Monsieur Proust (Partie 1)

CÉLESTE
OF COURSE, MR. PROUST (PART 1)
The year is 1914. 23-year-old Céleste finds herself going 
to work for Marcel Proust, one of her taxi driver husband’s 
regular customers. Céleste will follow him through all of 
his whims, from food or clothing to his strange habits, 
remaining devoted to him up until his death in 1922. Chloé 
Cruchaudet’s unique and graceful style pays homage to 
two fascinating characters, one crowned with the historic 
laurels of literature and the other in his shadow, thus taking 
us on an amazing trip into the Paris of the Belle Époque.

Soleil | 9782302095700 | 2022 
116 pages | 20,2 x 28,3 cm | 18.95 €

 Janardana

JANARDANA
When he receives a call for help from his friend Dev, the 
not-so-young but still green Marcel Piton doesn’t think 
twice about leaving his native southwest France for Pon-
dipor in India. Once he arrives, he not only has to avoid 
the pitfalls hampering his search, but above all, he must 
confront old and deeply embedded demons that will force 
him to face his past.

Delcourt | 9782413038702 | 2022 
152 pages | 20,1 x 26,4 cm | 18.95 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Antoine Ettori

A brawling sailor sets out  
to look for an old friend  
who has disappeared on  
the other side of the world.  
A colorful adventure  
full of twists and turns,  
in the tradition of the great 
Hayao Miyazaki!

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Chloé Cruchaudet

A tale inspired  
by the life of Céleste Albaret, 
Marcel Proust’s servant.
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 Reflections of the World

 Perpendiculaire au soleil

PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SUN
The true story of the unique friendship between the author 
and a prisoner on death row, Renaldo McGirth, with whom 
she corresponds. When she begins their correspondence, 
Valentine’s only conviction is that no human being – re-
gardless of his actions – deserves to be sentenced to death 
by his peers. A superbly mastered representation and a 
plea against the death penalty that leaves room for both 
thought and emotion.

Delcourt | 9782413044932 | 2022 
436 pages | 20,1 x 26,3 cm | 34.95 €

 En Lutte

RESISTANCE
This is the story of three wars, three struggles led by 
committed citizens. Or rather by “women citizens” because 
women are fundamental in such movements. The author 
explains, “Over the course of my trips, I realized that women 
occupy a central place, if not exclusive, in these struggles. 
This graphic novel provides the opportunity to highlight this 
aspect, which is often underestimated.”

Delcourt | 9782413038993 | 2022 
336 pages | 17,3 x 23,7 cm | 24.95 €

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Fabien Toulmé

Reflections of the World  
is rooted in Fabien Toulmé’s 
trips to Lebanon, Brazil, 
and Benin, allowing him 
to relate three testimonies 
of resistance to political, 
religious, or capitalist 
oppression.

Comic Books & Graphic Novels

Valentine Cuny-Le Callet

At the heart of the American 
penal system. A first graphic 
novel with great emotional 
power.
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 Seizième printemps

SIXTEEN 
SPRINGS
At the age of 5, the young vixen Yeowoo leaves for the 
countryside to live with her grandfather and her aunt. 
Rejected by her kin, a garden hen called Paulette becomes 
her new neighbor. She has never been able to lay eggs and 
takes the solitary young vixen under her wing. With her 
help, Yeowoo matures, grows, and begins to enjoy life in 
the country... and life itself.

Delcourt | 9782413028277 | 2022 
120 pages | 28,7 x 23,7 cm | 26.50 €

Children's Books

Yunbo

A very human tale about 
animals that follows the life  
of a little vixen from the age 
of 5 to 16. A moving story 
that will not leave anyone 
indifferent!
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